Foundation for Movement Intelligence
Wave and Axis , the Newsletter of FMI
Welcome to the second edition of Wave and Axis, the newsletter
for members of the Foundation for Movement Intelligence.
As her contribution to this edition of
Wave and Axis, Ruthy has asked me to
publish a poignant letter she received
from a would-be Bones for Life® teacher
in Zagreb, Croatia.

“Wave and Axis”

Ruthy was very touched by this story and
felt it would be an inspiration to all of you.

April 2009

I hope you enjoy this issue of Wave and
Axis and I look forward to receiving your
comments!

Volume 1, Issue 2

With joyful pum-pums,
Dear Ms. Alon,
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My name is Ingrid Kecerin Kasumagic and I am a kinesiologist from Zagreb, Croatia. I started studying
the Feldenkrais Method® five years ago on my own, through literature and online resources. I am writing
to find out how I can further progress in my learning of the Feldenkrais Method and the Bones for Life ®
program and about possibilities to transfer this knowledge to others.
The Feldenkrais Method utterly fascinated me as a kinesiologist, because I was never completely
satisfied with the methods I learned about until I came across it. Most importantly, I was looking for a
method of physiotherapy that would help both my daughter (who was born with a heart condition,
suffered a stroke and is suffering from hemi-paresis and learning difficulties as a result — she is now
12) and myself, since my own organism was weakened both physically and mentally. As my daughter’s
condition became stable 5 years ago, I started looking for opportunities to return to work in my field, but
I did not find myself fit enough to do so. I came across the Feldenkrais Method and could not believe
such a thing existed. I practiced the lessons in Awareness through Movement®, finding them at first very
strange and difficult, but I soon realized this was something completely out of the ordinary. As a
kinesiologist, I finally found a method that was completely fulfilling for me personally.
I started using your “Mindful Spontaneity” (which I know by heart, and which I literally live by) and
through your website I came across your Bones for Life® program and the DVDs (2004) of a course you
held in Australia. (I can also say I am very near to knowing this course by heart, too). I am a great
admirer of your work, which I consider something that goes to the very core of the human being. Due to
my financial circumstances and the support of my daughter’s needs, I am not in a position to leave
Croatia any time in the foreseeable future in order to further my study.
I can also tell you how excited I was by all your lessons on YouTube when I first saw them, and how
your work with the harness and all the colors and the atmosphere inspired me to spend hours watching
your videos; I soon started walking around the house with sheets and a finger in my mouth, trying to
discover what these sequences were all about, and they are what inspired me to get your book and
other materials. It is incredible, but even today when I watch your BFL videos I always see something
new.
Finding the time to devote myself to your materials was a challenge for me, as it was always a time
when my children were asleep. But I found pure enjoyment in your lessons, in the harmony of your
appearance and movements, the beautiful music, purple colors and in texts that accompany the videos.
I also have another daughter, Laila, who is a great support to me and to her sister Ema, even though
she is younger — I don't know if you can imagine the situation I described above, with the three of us
wearing sheets as harnesses!

(Continued on page 8)
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“Out from Under WRAPS”
by Anastasi Siotas

1st annual "Bones for Life® Day" in the outdoors!

Wave and Axis

Sunday MAY 17th, 2009
“Imagine a beautiful Sunday in May (National Osteoporosis Month) where hundreds of people
are jumping in BFL wraps in parks across North America. BFL teachers and trainers are doing
BFL demos in public spaces, participants elegantly walking with colorful crowns, under sunny
skies and bird song, curious children pulling their parents over to see what it is all about. The
Foundation for Movement Intelligence would like to help make this possible as an annual event
that draws national attention to our work.”
— Ruthy Alon

On Sunday May 17th, in three U.S. east coast cities (Boston, New York & Washington, DC), FMI is taking
®
®
steps to bring Bones For Life into greater public awareness by sponsoring a national Bones for Life Day.
BFL Teachers and Trainers will offer free outdoor demonstrations in park settings, allowing passersby to
witness this wonderful work. Many of the processes will feature the use of Ruthy’s Bones wrap, as way to
attract interest, and to give participants a chance to see and experience some fast-acting and memorable
transformations.
We are a month away from the planned May 17th date, so if you are near any of the three cities, please
save the date, tell your students and your friends, and come join us. If you are not near Boston, New York,
or Washington, DC, you can participate more than in spirit: consider gathering your local colleagues and
students, and putting on an event of your own! FMI will help underwrite your costs, and provide publicity
and planning materials.
The basic strategy is to take our work out of the studio and into the public domain — not unlike an outdoor
Tai Chi class; there is something very captivating about seeing harmonious, fluid movement performed by
a large group of people. Those events taking place on grass will also have the added advantage of our
being able to pum-pum on mother earth’s soil, a rich natural source for springiness!
Above all, this first-time signature event is intended to expand public awareness of BFL, in line with FMI’s
®
objectives of making Bones for Life a recognized brand and household name, and making its teaching a
visible and viable profession. We are taking advantage of the spring season that heralds renewal in all aspects
of biological life. These outdoor events are planned to not only show people some of what we do; they are also
an opportunity to provide education and promote local BFL teachers and their practices. Participating teachers
and trainers will be available to talk about the work, as well as to hand out BFL fact sheets and promotional
materials. The FMI Board, as the event’s sponsor, will provide these fact sheets, as well as a press release
that you could send to your local media announcing the event.
st

®

To find out more and get involved with the 1 annual “Bones For Life Day” in the outdoors, please contact:
Anastasi Siotas at ASiotas@aol.com for New York,
June LaPointe at junelapointe@yahoo.com for Boston or
Chrish Kresge at chrish@chrishkresge.com for Washington, DC
On the other hand, to create your own event, please contact any one of us to be invited to join the new Yahoo
group “BFLSignatureEvents” we have formed so that we can work out the details together. We want to share
our best ideas and support one another’s efforts. The more people involved the merrier — and the greater
potential impact we will have with the public.
So please come be a part of this joyful endeavor!

BFL’s First North American Signature Event!

SUNDAY MAY 17th
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Bones for Life® Crossword Puzzle
Created by Doug Boltson
Across

Down

Wave and Axis

2. __vance forward
5. Transports Oxygen; Sci. abbrev.

1. Site of four types of fragility
fractures

7. Viscerally felt Hope, with 11-across

2. Stack in an axis

11. Half-full cup

3. Transmission “Effect”

12. Same as 9-down

4. Older, and (hopefully) _____

13. Assist with Vestibular Balance

5. “___, 2, 3, 4”

15. _____ Game of Chewing

6. Osteo-____ build 7-down

17. Original Latin “Do” (of do-re-mi)

7. Good to have for life

18. Natural Source of Vitamin D

8. Occupational Therapist; abbrev.

19. Strong as an ___

9. Judo wear

20. Regulates involuntary functions;
abbrev.

10. Laban Graduate; abbrev.
14. We evolved to ____
15. On __hale, lungs become red
16. On __ hale, bones become pink

Want answers? See the back page!
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Salt Spring Island, British Columbia,
Canada
Part 1: May 20-26, 2009
Part 2: July 15-21, 2009
Didactic: July 23-27, 2009

BFL Courseware
BFL [NYC] 2007: $300 (24 DVDs)
TT [NH] 2006: $300 (30 DVDs)

Toronto, Ontario, Canada
Segment 1: June 11-14, 2009
Please see the brochure for details:
www.bonesforever.com/pdf/BFLTO2009.pdf

For more information, please contact
Anna at 250-537-5681 or
anna@bonesforever.com

Chairs [MA] 2005: $150 (10 DVDs)
Movement Nature Meant DVD: $15
®

Teachers Manuals:

Bones for Life Trainings with ILCMA

$200 complete set

(Integrated Learning Center of Mid-America)

$100 — Segment I
$100 — Segments II & III
Checks made out to BFL, and sent to:

Gretchen Langner
87 Pine St.
Portland, ME 04102

®

Bones for Life Training
in Washington, D.C.
with Anastasi Siotas
and Sonja Johansson
Segment II

April 17,18,19

Segment III

May 29, 30, 31

For more information,
please contact:
Chrish Kresge
202-338-1867
chrish@chrishkresge.com

Segment II
June 25–28 Seattle, Washington
Denise Deig
Segment II
July 10–13 Chicago, Illinois
Cynthia Allen
Segment I
Sept. 11–14, High Springs, FL
Denise Deig
Segment III
October 2–5, Chicago, IL area
Cynthia Allen
Segment III
October 3–6, Seattle, Washington
Denise Deig
Segment II
December 4–7, High Springs, FL
Denise Deig
Segment III
February 2010, High Springs, FL
Denise Deig
For information and to enroll, please contact:
Cynthia Allen, GCFP, BFLT/T
support@ilcma.com
www.ilcma.com
Tel: 513-541-5720

BFL Chairs: October 7–11, 2009
Jewish Community Center of SF
3200 California St. San Francisco, CA.

Fee: $750
Class: 9:30 am – 12:30 pm.
Lunch: 12:30 pm – 2 pm.
Class: 2 pm – 4 pm.
The public is welcome.
No prior BFL experience is necessary.
BFL Trainer Training:
October 19–29, 2009
Barbara C. Harris Center,
Greenfield, NH.
Fee: $1500
Class: 2 pm. Starts on October 19.
Daily training continues through
October 23
Break: October 24
Class: October 25–29
Ends at noon October 29
Participation includes those interested
yet not qualified for certification.
Please email Gretchen Langner at
langnerdzign@gwi.net for further
information, or to enroll in either
program

®

Bones for Life
3-Day Training Segments
in MetroWest Boston
with Marcia Giudice
Treat yourself to three full days of
exploring BFL processes in a small
group (8 participants), where you will
have the opportunity for personal
attention in comfortable
surroundings.
Segment III: April 17–19
For more information, visit
www.lifelongwellness.com or contact
Marcia at 508-358-5314 or
mlg2001@yahoo.com

Wave and Axis

www.bonesforever.com/pdf/BFLSS2009.pdf

Trainings with Ruthy Alon
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®

Bones for Life Intensive
and
Teacher Certification Training
with Anna Haltrecht
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Upcoming 2009 Bones for Life® Trainings
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Bones for Life® on Chairs and Stairs!
¡Viva! “Huesos para la Vida!”
Tidbits and Tidings from Zipolite, Mexico
Deborah Elizabeth Lotus reports the granting of
three more “Teacher Track” Certificates of
Completion of Basic Bones 1, 2, and 3; as well as
another 3 “Advanced Study Certificates” — all
participants are part of Bones for Life “First
Generation” — as they like to call themselves
‘down there.’ In addition, seven participants
enjoyed their first 10-hour Mentoring Workshop
held in this paradisiacal setting on the Oaxaca
Pacific Coast; many personal as well as
professional “ah-ha’s” resulted from this
individualistic sharing of experience. One
participant reported gaining 2 centimeters in height
from the previous 2 weeks of training; another
reported she can walk and talk forever without
getting tired — attributed to her new
head/neck/lumbar relationship; another reported
revelatory dreams he attributed to the processes,
especially ‘bow and arrow’; another reported
cessation of long-standing pain in her hip when
going up and down stairs!

Call for Volunt eers
FMI celebrated its 2nd anniversary in February.
We’re growing, and open to your unique skills and
knowledge . . . and we would love to hear from you!
We especially need assistance in the following
areas: Marketing, Research, Membership,
Fundraising, Conference Committee, Archives;
we also need an Attorney to join our Board as
Legal Consultant, a CPA to join us as Treasurer,
and a Secretary.
What specialties and expertise do you have to
bring to the table?
All assistance is welcome, and any donation of
your time and talent is valued and greatly
appreciated.
Please contact the FMI Board of Directors at
board@movementintelligence.org and let us know
about your interests, skills, and passions — as well
as any ideas you may have about how to help our
organization keep going, and growing strong!
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Thus was born a new workshop idea . . . Inspired
and informed by the hundreds of stairs of the
teaching site, “La Loma Linda,” Deborah and
Bones trainee and ‘La Patrona,’ Katja Trautwein,
came up with a new site-specific, low-fee weekend
workshop geared especially for the denizens of
Zipolite: “Bones for Life on Chairs and Stairs.” This
will be as well a ‘practice teaching’ opportunity for
First Generation Bones teachers which will
provide a high ratio of teachers to students, a
necessary factor of safety for the participants —
whatever their level of physical ability. Deborah
also plans to offer this unique workshop in San
Miguel de Allende (lots of stairs there, too!) and
closer to home around Greater Boston, MA.
At Ruthy’s suggestion, Deborah offers this theme
and title “Bones for Life on Chairs and Stairs” to
any BFL teacher who wishes to use it! For
suggested Bones processes, or to book this
workshop, please write Deborah:
www.kinaesthetic@verizon.net
This cycle of trainings in March and November in
Zipolite and San Miguel de Allende will continue
until all First Generation teachers have completed
their over two hundred hours of professional
training; many trainees are very actively practice
teaching throughout Mexico, planning research
projects, and looking forward to their Didactic!
There will be a small delegation from Mexico on
the “Fast Teacher Track” who plan to travel north
to study directly with Ruthy at the Trainer Training
this October in New Hampshire.
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SAVE THE DATE!

To celebrate Ruthy’s 80th year, FMI is
beginning to organize the 1st Annual
Bones for Life® Conference. It is
slated for late October 2010, in Santa
Fe, New Mexico.
Why not get involved in the early
stages of planning this landmark event
. . . it’s sure to be an Osteo-Blast!
If you would like to help out,
please contact Carolyn Sue Albin at
csa@movementforward.com
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Book Review
by Doug Boltson
Born to Run: A Hidden Tribe, Superathletes, and the Greatest Race the World Has Never Seen
Christopher McDougall (Knopf, May 5, 2009)
Part adventure tale (by an avid runner/writer for GQ, Men’s Health, Runner’s World, etc.), part state-of-theart compendium of evolutionary theory and scientific research, this intriguing book is inspired by the

Wave and Axis

mystique of the Tarahumara Indian tribe of Mexico — reputed for their athletic prowess, especially in worldclass distance running. (The Tarahumaras’ word for themselves — “Raramuri” — means “runners on foot.”)
Skip the initial personal narrative, and jump right into information-packed later chapters 25, 27 & 28
where you will find juicy morsels on diet [eat like a poor person; salad for breakfast; lots of chia seeds]
among other fascinating tidbits regarding human evolution and physiology. Below, some gleanings to share:
It seems we developed both our diet and physiology to one-up the Neanderthals; our Homo Erectus
species has evolved itself for running, for which we are expressly designed. Not for walking, nor sprinting,
nor speed racing, but for long-distance [“endurance”] running. Why does our physiology favor “far” over
fast? In order to outlast our prey (like antelope) who, after several hours of hot pursuit, drop from exhaustion
— no weaponry required!

[“Persistence hunting” is what the anthropologists call this form of chasing

animals to an overheated death.]
Elite “ultra-distance” running (for as much as 3–5 hours) is facilitated by our uniquely vertical biped
posture, which allows for a spontaneous rhythm of respiration that we can completely differentiate from our
pace, to keep us continuously energized. This is quite unlike the furry quadruped animals we pursue, whose
skeletal design and sloshing guts lock them in to a one-breath-per-stride respiratory rate — the same rate at
which they are also constrained to cool themselves. Much more efficiently, we hairless “naked apes” use our
sweat glands to thermo-regulate, using a flexible timing totally independent of, and uncoupled from, our
breathing.
Among some two-dozen other traits that mark our Homo species as runners, rather than walkers,
we have nuchal ligaments (unlike our chimp cousins) which help stabilize our heads while we move quickly
in pursuit of prey. And, at the other polarity of our tail-less architecture — yet another “running” marker —
there are the strong, stringy/springy, rubber-band-like Achilles tendons (notably absent in Australopithecus);
these elastic tendons kick in to serve the storing of potential energy and the releasing of kinetic energy only
when we run, not when we walk.
An important key to endurance running is not to take overly long strides — hitting the ground with
our heels — but rather to take shorter “bird” steps, as if “rolling logs” or “pedaling a bike” . . . Your feet land
right under you, and kick back, making light (short-duration) contact, as if running on hot coals. In contrast,
the expensive cushioned soles sold by Nike et al encourage a lengthy stride, with a fully-extended leg (and
unnatural heel strike). Ironically, research indicates that the more cushioned our shoes are, the harder —
not softer — we hit the ground, i.e., greater heel cushioning makes for greater impact — and greater
injuries. [Studies show that doubling our shoe cost doubles our injury rate!] What’s going on here? It seems
our evolutionary programming instinctively seeks a firm, ungiving surface to land upon [not quicksand] —
and so we press more through cushioned soles, looking for solid support; this is clearly to our detriment,
especially when the inordinate pressure occurs repeatedly, as in running. [Thanks, Nike!].
(Continued on Page 9)
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Bones Wraps and Young Children
by June La Pointe
Has anyone used the Bones for Life® wrap while working with young children?
Or perhaps some smaller modification of the wrap?

Wave and Axis

My son just turned six and he is a very efficient, fast runner. This may be due to his early experience with the
Bones wrap during playtime, which yielded a dramatic change. I wrote this three years ago.
I was dancing and running around to classical music with my son who is about to turn three years old. He
spends much of his playtime running, jumping, and bouncing. I wanted to enhance our fun and glanced
around for something colorful, a scarf perhaps, to add to our dance. The closest things I could find were two
Bones wraps. I grabbed one, he grabbed the other, and for a split second I laughed, wondering how we would
manage to dance with 14 meters of fabric between the two of us . . . He was delighted to be in the midst of so
much color and volume.
Without another thought, I started to wrap myself, "Behind the neck, in front of the shoulders, behind the back,
between the legs...” He squealed, and asked me to wrap him too. We laughed the entire time. After
completing the essential crisscrosses, there was plenty of fabric left over, so I just kept wrapping his torso until
the fabric was used up and he resembled a little round bee. He jumped and ran the length of the house for the
next ten minutes. On his own, he stopped and gently got himself out of the wrap. He stood and shouted, “That
was fun!”
For the next several moments I watched him run without the wrap and the change was remarkable—before
the wrap, his running resembled a marionette, lots of bounce and time in the air as if his feet were barely
touching the ground; lots of wave and jiggle of his arms as though they were softly bent wings opening high
and out to the sides. In general, there was a lot of lateral and wave-like movement in the midst of his running
forward.
After ten minutes in the wrap, he organized himself in such a way that his bounce remained, but his
movement and propulsion forward was more efficient and contained along a central axis. His arms dropped
closer to his body and moved forward and back; the sound of his feet contacting the floor was louder and the
lateral and wave-like movements were no longer pronounced: Contained, efficient and fast—like an arrow
cutting through the air! And I hadn’t uttered a word of instruction to him.
The following day, my son momentarily went back to his habit of lateral jiggling when he ran. I watched with
curiosity from across the room. Then, on his own, he began to run with more of a central axis while propelling
himself forward. Two weeks later he continued to run with organized efficiency, and much of his playtime with
other children now revolves around running games.
My son’s “before and after” running reminded me of the “before and after” running video from Ruthy’s Bones
for Life® weekend-long class in California a few years ago. It is impressive video footage, showing how people
re-organized their running after only a few days with the Bones program.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QL53iQtjYU8
Since our organic learning process involves creating an environment in which students can become more
aware of small differences that make a difference, I was wondering if any of you is finding it useful or
meaningful to record “before and after” photos, video, or any other measurements (in addition to bone density
tests) of your students?
Last month I presented principles of movement intelligence to the faculty at my son’s school and they have
asked me work with their students each week. The teachers are excited about using evolutionary movement
to coordinate action and to calm the nervous system, and especially about using the wraps for climbing,
because so many kids aren't climbing trees anymore. The 2nd-3rd grade teacher is reading stories about life
on a ship, and wants to use the horizontal climbing function with the wraps to help enact some of the stories!
In the next issue of Wave and Axis you can read June La Pointe’s article on
“Voice and Sound Vibration with Bones for Life.”

Wave and Axis
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Letter to Ruthy from Zagreb (Continued from page 1)
I was wondering if you would be able to advise me as to how to proceed with formalizing my studies. I would be very
interested in learning whether there are possibilities of online or other forms of distance learning. The only Feldenkrais
pedagogue in Zagreb is currently studying your Bones for Life® program and will soon be able to educate the rest of
us in Zagreb as well. However, the matter of formalizing our studies remains. Moreover, given how tremendously
helpful these two methods are for people in general, and that in Croatia they are utterly unknown, the question is what
perspective do they have in Croatia given the rigidity of the code and the exceptionally limited learning opportunities.
Regardless of whether distance-learning opportunities exist, and I would like to impart to you the degree to which I
consider you my mentor, because I admire both your educational methods and the spirituality of your work.
Thank you very much for your time; I truly appreciate the opportunity to write.
With sincere regards,
Ingrid Kecerin Kasumagic

Global Domino Effect — Is Croatia Next?!
Chile has recently been added to our growing roster of countries with Bones for Life® presence
— which now totals 25! How many can you name?

See the Bones for Life® website for the answers: http://bonesforlife.com/directory.asp
And see the FMI website to tally up the number of Canadian Provinces [3] and US States [26] where BFL
instruction is now available:

http://www.movementintelligence.org/listing.html
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(Book Review, Cont’d from page 6)
In fact shoes in general desensitize us to the ground, and mess with our innate sense of balance. Better is
to run barefoot — or at least almost barefoot (thin and/or dilapidated shoes work well, even when worn on
the wrong feet!) That way we can clearly feel for support below, and autonomously self-correct our
alignment, without having to contend with distorted sensory information coming from the soles of our feet. In
one of this work’s narrative sections, the author describes the Tarahumara’s ingenuity in helping his friend
“Barefoot Ken Bob” create custom footwear from thin tire rubber, artfully trimming the tread so that the
groove below aligns properly underfoot, serving to countersink the knotted toe strap and keep it from tearing
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off while running. [Mexican Sandals, anyone?]
Other factoids and insights of interest from this 302-page marathon of a book include:
• Running is really just jumping, springing from one foot to the other. When running, not our heels, but the
outer edge of the ball of our foot first makes contact with the ground. Our heels are designed for stability, not
motion.
• Balance and vertical impact are closely related [McGill University study]. In running, our head serves as a
ballast — like a “roof weight” on a skyscraper — that keeps our body from swaying or pitching mid-stride
• Our big butts (compared with chimpanzees) also mark us as clearly built for running, not walking; our
gluteal muscles function to restrain our upper bodies, keeping us from falling on our face when we pick up
speed
• Worst-case impact on our legs from running can be as much as 12 times our body weight. As noted above,
cushioning hinders rather than helps; our impact forces are actually lightest in bare feet.
• The average human stride length is longer than that of a horse, and elite marathoners can run at 6 meters
per second for hours. But even at a more comfortable jogging speed of 3–4 meters per second we can
outrun deer, who, to stay ahead of us, must go into a heavy-breathing gallop that they cannot long sustain.
• At odds with each other, our bodies [with 3, not 2, types of muscle twitch fiber] are designed for endurance,
while our brains [2% of body weight, but 20% of energy consumption] are always looking for economical
ways not to expend energy. In other words, our clever brains seek out energy-saving shortcuts (preserving
us for an emergency) but this often results in our doing less work than what our bodies are capable of and
designed for.
• Best running is simply for the joy of it, and is motivated as a social experience — running with the pack —
for/with, others (as in a hunting party).
• To increase your speed naturally — spending less time on your feet (and more in the air) — first learn to
make your movements “easy” [trajectory of least resistance], then “light” [eliminating extraneous effort], and
finally “smooth” [continuous/reversible].
• We seem built to run into old age, and running itself keeps us healthy. Based on marathon statistics — for
both genders — our running speed peaks at age 27, and then falls gradually to that of a 19-year-old over
the next 37 years . . . by the time we reach 64!
• Major epidemics and cancers were virtually unknown in the time of our running ancestors. According to a
Tarahumara proverb: “When you run on the earth, and run with the earth, you can run forever.”
In the next issue of Wave and Axis, Doug reviews “Dare to be Wrong” Judith Leibowitz, ed. Karthryn
Miranda (Mornum Time Press, June 2007) and “The Talent Code — Unlocking the Secret of Skill in
Sports, Art, Music, Math, and just about anything” — Daniel Coyle (Random Books, April 28, 2009)

Incorporated in the state
of Maine in 2007, the
Foundation for
Movement Intelligence
is a non-profit 501(c)(3)
educational organization
dedicated to promoting
the world’s best
movement practices in
the service of
osteoporosis prevention
and reversal.
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A “Ha!” Moment from the Washington, D.C. BFL training
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Answers to Crossword puzzle:

Don’t forget to send your
submissions for the next
issue of Wave and Axis,
due out this summer.
Deadline is June 1st.
Thank you!
Chrish

Tyr Throne, GCFP
Sheila Zangara, GCFP
FMI coordinates activities of
North American instructors
®
of Bones for Life in the
U.S. and Canada.

Answers to Crossword puzzle from page 2

We’re on the Web!
See us at:

www.movementintelligence.org
www.bonesforlife.com

Editor: Chrish Kresge
with much assistance
from Doug Boltson

Wave and Axis is published quarterly. We welcome all your articles (setting up a practice,
lessons learned, insurance issues, finding wraps and weights, processes explored more
fully, etc.) as well as your anecdotes, research projects, photos, interesting links,
upcoming BFL training dates, personal milestones (e.g., birthdays or births), news of
travel and teaching Bones in new places, recommended reading, reports from trainings
you have attended, discussions of processes, use of BFL in daily life, etc. Any reasonable
submission will be considered, space permitting.
The deadline for the next issue is June 1st. Please send your submissions to
chrish@chrishkresge.com
With thanks to all for your contributions, help, and encouragement!

E-Mail for submissions
chrish@chrishkresge.com

Chrish Kresge,
Editor

